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ABSTRACT 
STATISTICAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
STORM AND URBAN WATERSHED CHARACTERISTICS 
Because of the rapid urban development in recent years, 
hydrologic problems associated with urban watersheds have gained 
importance. Large sums of money are being spent for the design 
of urban drainage systems based upon inadequate procedures for 
predicting peak runoff rate s. 
In this report a procedure is proposed for predicting peak 
runoff rates from small urban and rural watersheds based upon 
measurable storm and watershed characteristic s. The technique 
was tested for a number of runoff events on the Boneyard Creek 
watershed at Urbana, Illinois, and the results of this test are 
included. The procedure will be particularly useful for estimating 
runoff rates from small ungaged drainage areas, and thus will be 
directly applicable to both design and water management problems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Studies at Utah State University (Narayana, 
et al., 1969) have demonstrated that computer 
simulation is a useful technique for predicting 
realistic changes in runoff characteristics which 
might result from various levels of urban develop-
ment on watersheds. However, because simula-
tion requires some precipitation and runoff infor-
mation for model calibration and testing, it is not 
possible to apply this technique directly to ungaged 
watersheds. The basic objective of this study was, 
therefore, to develop a satisfactory procedure for 
predicting sufficient output information from 
ungaged water sheds (both urban and rural) for 
verification of the simulation model. A predic-
tive technique of this nature will permit the 
application of simulation models to problems of 
storm drainage and other studies involving the 
hydrologic systems of ungaged watersheds. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study were: 
1. To derive equations for predicting the 
peak rate and volume of runoff from rural and 
urban watersheds us ing multiple regre ss ion analysis 
te c hn iq u e s . 
2. To evaluate the relative effects of various 
storm and watershed characteristics on the peak 
rate and total volume of runoff. 
3. To develop concurrenc y charts between 
the storm and watershed characteristics and peak 
rate and volUlne of runoff. 
Review of Past Work 
A survey of literature reveals that engineer-
ing study on the problem of predicting runoff began 
as early as a century ago. The problem was first 
recognized by engineers in the design of sewage 
systems. E. T. C. Myers (Chow, 1962) was 
the first American to present a specific forITlula. 
His work received much attention, but the formula 
was not sufficiently rational for general applica-
tion. Myers' formula was later modified by 
Jarvis (1926) to read as follow s: 
Q 100 pM. (1 ) 
in which 
Q discharge in ds 
M drainage area in square miles 
p numerical percentage rating on the 
Myers scale 
An advantage of the Myers scale is that it 
provides a standard by which flood flow character-
istics in different streams can be roughly com-
pared. The use of a scale of this nature is ingeni-
ous, but it was soon found to be too simple an 
index to suitably represent the complicated nature 
of flood flow. 
A well-known contribution by sewerage 
engine er s is the rational formula for estimating 
rates of runoff from urban areas. In American 
literature, the formula was fir st mentioned by 
Emil Kuichling (1889), but its origin is somewhat 
obscure. The rational formula is given as: 
Q 
in which 
Q 
C 
CIA . (2) 
discharge in ds 
runoff coefficient depending upon the 
characteristics of the drainage basin 
rainfall intensity in inches per hour 
A drainage area in acres 
The rational formula assumes that the maxi-
mum runoff rate due to a certain rainfall intensity 
over the drainage area is produced by that rainfall 
which is maintained for a period equal to the time 
of concentration of flow at the point under consider-
ation. This is the time required for the surface 
runoff from the most remote part of the drainage 
basin to reach the runoff point being cons idered. 
The Joint Committee of American Society of Civil 
Engineers (Chow, 1962) and the Water Pollution 
Control Federation reported values of C as given 
by Table 1. 
Many studies have been undertaken during 
the past 60 year s which deal with the problem of 
predicting runoff for various types of watersheds. 
A number of formulas, in addition to those already 
cited, were developed before 1957, and they are 
pre sented in Appendix A. In the past 10 year s, 
however, the general problem of runoff prediction 
has gr aduall y developed into that of s ynthe s iz ing 
the runoff hydrograph for the present and future 
Table 1. Values of C ill rational forrrlllia repurted by a JCJillt 
Commi ttC(~ of Ameri can Soc iety of Ci vi 1 Enginet:' r s 
and the Wil.tel' Pollution Control Federation in 19t,O, 
(Chow, 1962). 
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Business. 
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design of flood control systems in urban areas. A 
number of quantitative evaluations of the effects of 
urbanization on flood flow entailed the use of the 
"rational formula" and the "unit hydrograph method 
of analysis" in the design of drainage structures. 
Boch (1958) reported a study of flows into storm 
drains and inlets in the city of Baltimore. In his 
"inlet method" of predicting runoff, Boch consider-
ed the degree of imperviousness and magnitude of 
the intense part of thunderstorms as the indepen-
dent variables. Benson (1959) showed, as sug-
by Nash (1958) and others, that after three or four 
independent meteorologic and physiographic vari-
ables have been used, additional variables do not 
appreciably decrease the standard error in esti-
mating floods. Benson's analysis eliminates the 
effect of individual storms since flood peaks of 
specified return periods, obtained from a fre-
quency analysis of annual maxima, were used as 
his dependent variable. The main channel slope 
was found to be next in importance to drainage 
area size. Benson's study has little application to 
small watersheds, however, since only three of 
the 170 New England drainage areas included in 
his study possessed areas of less than 10 square 
miles. 
Hickok et al. (1959) made a significant 
contribution to hydrograph synthesis. They 
studied about 130 hydrographs and hyetographs 
from 14 watersheds ranging in size from 11 to 790 
acres in the arid southwest. Lag time was related 
to watershed area, average land slope, and drain-
age density. The estimated lag time was used to 
predict the hydrograph peak rate for an assumed 
total volume of runoff. Finally, the entire syn-
thesized hydrograph was obtained from a general-
ized hydrograph expressed non-dimensionally in 
term s of lag time and peak rate. Their dimen-
sionless hydrograph appeared to be independent 
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of rainfall pattern or of soil and cover condition. 
It is likely, however, that this simplification 
resulted, at least in part, from the very similar 
climatic and cover conditions within the four research 
locations. No consideration was given to urbani-
zation in this study. Sawyer (1961) studied the 
effects of urbanization on the runoff yield from 
watersheds, and reported that the characteristic s 
of many streams on Long Island were changed by 
increased urbanization. No quantitative information 
regarding the increase in runoff volume as a 
result of urbanization was presented in Sawyer's 
study. 
Wiitala (1961) also used Canter's equations 
to evaluate the effects of urbanization on the mean 
annual flood for the Red Run watershed in 
Michigan. Results indicated that for areas near 
Detroit comparable in size and degree of develop-
ment to Red Run, the natural mean annual flood 
was more than doubled by urbanization. Wiitala 
also used the mean annual flood derived from 
recent flood-frequency studies covering south-
eastern Michigan to evaluate the effect of urbani-
zation. The measured mean annual flood for Red 
R un was found to be three time s as large as that 
indicated from a flood frequency study for natural 
basins of comparable size. 
Manuel A. Benson (1962) developed 
relations between flood peaks and hydrologic factors 
in a humid region with limited climatic variation 
but diversity of terrain. He applied statistical 
multiple-regression techniques to hydrologic data 
from New England. His equations related peak 
discharges of 1.2 to 300-year recurrence inter-
vals to 6 hydrologic variables. His equation for 
the 25 year recurrence interval is: 
Q (3) 
in which 
Q 
A 
S 
St 
t 
o 
peak discharge in cubic feet per 
second for 25-year recurrence 
interval 
drainage area, in square miles 
main channel slope, in feet per mile 
percent of surface storage area plus 
O. 5 percent 
25-year, 24-hour rainfall intensity, in 
inches 
average January degrees below freez-
ing, in degrees Fahrenheit 
orographic factor s 
Because of lack of data, urbanization effects were 
not examined in Benson's study. 
Chow (1962) presented a method for deter-
mining peak discharges from rural watersheds 
smaller than 6,000 acres in area. By a trial and 
error technique, the method detern1ines the dura-
tion of rainfall exce s s giving the maximum rate of 
runoff, and estimates the latter by applying four 
charts. The method involves runoff curve numbers 
and relationships presented by the U. S. Soil Con-
servation Service. Although the charts pre sented 
are applicable only to Illinois, the first two phases 
of the method are gene ral in nature and can be 
applied to data fron1 other watersheds. To coyYl-
plete the procedure, it is necessary to express 
the peak reduction factor as a function of the ratio 
of the duration of rainfall exces s to lag tirne. The 
lag time must also be estimated from watershed 
characteristics. Chow obtained these two rela-
tionships horn 53 storms covering 20 small 
watersheds in the midwest. Until similar rela-
tionships are available for othe r climatic and 
topographic areas, the method is regionally 
restricted. 
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R. W. Cruff and S. E. Rantz (1965) examined 
several methods of analyzing flood frequencies on 
a regional basis, and evaluated the relative reli-
ability of the se methods. The areas selected for 
study were the sub-humid San Diego area in south-
western California and the humid coastal ?-rea of 
northwestern California. Six methods of analysis 
were studied, namely, index flood, multiple cor-
relation, logarithmic normal distribution, extreme 
value probability distribution (Gumbel method), 
Pearson Type IV distribution, and gamma distri-
bution. Where applicable, basin and climatologic-
al characteristics were used in developing addi-
tional statistical relations. Three general con-
clusions were reached: (i) results are more reli-
able in humid regions where stream flow is less 
variable, (ii) the multiple-correlation method is 
preferred if historical data are available, and 
(iii) the Pearson Type IV is more desirable for 
distribution analysis where the period of record 
is used. 
John R. Crippen (1965), from a study of Sharon 
Creek basin near Palo Alto, California, concluded 
that peak discharge rates from a particular storm 
type increased from 180 cfs in 1960 to 250 cfs in 
1963 due to the growth of urbanization accompanied 
by the construction of paving and drainage facilities. 
Van Sickle (1965) appl ied the unit hydrograph method 
to deterrnine the effects of urbanization on peak dis-
charge in Houston, Texas. Continuous stage records 
were available for eight of the watersheds which he 
studied. Records for Brays Bayou, the watershed 
within his study containing the greatest urban 
development, were available for the 27 -year per-
iod 1939 and 1961. During this period, the water-
shed changed 1"rorn und eve loped farrn land to an 
extensively urbanized area. Van Sickle divided 
th is per iod into six stage s of urbanization ranging 
from low to very high. Peak flow unit hydrographs 
corresponding to each of the six urbanization stages 
are shown by Figure 1. Van Sickle concluded that 
urban development of a watershed in Harris County 
can be expected to produce peak discharge rate s of 
from two to five times those which would occur on 
the same watershed under rural conditions. 
Linear regression analysis was used by 
Espey et al. (1965) to analyze 11 rural and 24 
urban watersheds. The independent variables con-
sidered in his study were area, mean slope, per-
centage impervious cover, and length of the main 
channel in the watershed. The expressions 
developed by Espey describe the characteristics 
of the 30-minute unit hydrograph. He applied his 
equations to the Waller Creek watershed at Austin, 
45 
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Texas, and indicated that the peak discharge would 
approximately double as the watershed changed 
from rural (0 percent of impervious cover) to 
highly urbanized conditions (50 percent impervious 
cover). 
The studies cited in this section indicated 
several storm and watershed characteristics 
which are important in determining hydrograph 
characteristics for ungaged areas. This infor-
mation was of great value to the inve stigation 
reported herein, in which an attempt was made to 
develop a model capable of realistically estimating 
peak discharge rates and total runoff volume s 
corresponding to particular storm events on 
ungaged watersheds. 
- ... - 10-12 JULY 1939 
22-25 NOV. 1940 
---- 23-25 SEPT. 1941 
--.-- 12-19 MAY 1953 
8-11 APR. 1959 
------ 23-21 JUNE 1960 
45 50 55 60 65 10 15 80 85 
Time after start of rainfall excess. hrs. 
Figure 1. Brays Bayou unit hydrographs (after Van Si ckle). 
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SELECTION OF MODEL VARIABLES 
Ordinarily floods are caused by runoff from 
rainfall and snowmelt and less frequently by dam 
failures or high tide s. Many factors influence the 
rate and the total volume of runoff after the prec ipi-
tation reaches the ground surface. Meteorologic 
factors such as temperature, dewpoint, radiation, 
wind, and cloud cover influence the amount of pre-
cipitation and evaporation and thus affect runoff. 
After runoff begins, the pattern is controlled by 
the topographic characteristics of the watershed. 
This is especially true when precipitation is in 
the form of rain. Watershed characteristics may 
be either surface or underground features. Most 
of the geologic feature s of a water shed, such as 
drainage area and land slope (aspect and degree), 
are relatively stable; but other variables, such as 
percentage impervious cover in case of urban 
watersheds and the land use in the case of rural 
watersheds, change with time. Within a watershed, 
the variable parameters account to some extent 
for the variation in the magnitude of the flood peak 
and volume of runoff from year to year. 
The first step in developing a statistical 
runoff model is to select those parameters which 
are significant in describing the system to be 
modeled. The second step is to break those para-
meters selected into their simplest components, to 
evaluate them on the basis of hydrologic and 
hydraulic principles, and to choose those factor s 
having the least interdependence. Finally, statis-
tical methods are applied in developing relation-
ships between runoff and storm and water shed 
characteristic s. 
As previously indicated, multiple correlation 
techniques were employed to relate a number of 
storm and watershed characteristics (considered 
as independent variable s) to certain character istic s 
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of the runoff hydrograph (considered as dependent 
variables). The various independent and dependent 
variables used in this study will be discussed in 
the following paragraphs. 
Independent Variables 
The proper selection of the independent 
variables is critical, because, if the explanatory 
variables are highly correlated with one another, 
it become s difficult to distinguish their separate 
influence s and obtain a reasonable estimate of 
their relative effects. In fact, there are few vari-
ables in a hydrologic system which are completely 
independent, and so in developing a statistical 
model of the runoff process it becomes a problem 
of selecting those variables with the least degree 
of dependence. Previous research has indicated 
that a highly important variable affecting runoff 
is the size of the drainage area. The larger the 
area, the larger the volume of rain that may fall 
on it and, in general, the larger the total runoff 
volume and rate. With the drainage area selected 
as an independent variable, most of the remaining 
factors that may be chosen as variables have some 
degree of interdependence. The general magnitude 
of rainfall is virtually independent being a climatic 
factor, yet rainfall intensity varies with size of 
the drainage area, and rainfall distribution varies 
with directional or orographic characteristics of 
the basin. Soil, cover, and slope may be effected 
by the quantity of annual rainfall. Thus, topo-
graphic and meteorologic variables are not inde-
pendent. The prec ipitation falling on a basin 
flows initially by an overland route to small chan-
nels, then to progressively larger tributaries through 
a complex drainage pattern to the principal stream 
and the gaging point. Therefore, the slopes of land 
surfaces and drainage channel slopes are important 
independent variables. The ground cover, the chan-
nel bed materials, and channel form roughness 
retard the flow of runoff at various stages and 
should be considered, if adequate data are available. 
Since runoff occurs by both surface and underground 
routes, the type of soil and geology may also be 
considered. The drainage pattern influence s the 
timing of the flood peak and should be included 
possibly as a basin shape factor. Attitude or 
orientation of the basin with respect to storm pat-
tern may influence the amount and timing of rain-
fall and merits cons ideration. The amount of 
storage in lakes, ponds, reservoirs, swamps, or 
within river channels may reduce the flood peaks 
and, if pertinent, should be considered as an inde-
pendent characteristic. 
Because of their interdependence, many of 
the topographic characteristics cited above were 
not included in the final equations developed under 
this study. Thus, it is possible to explain much 
variance in the system by including only one of 
many interrelated factors. For example, a study 
of the prec ipitation data used in this inve stigation 
revealed the following average levels of correlation 
between accumulated rainfall occurring in IS-min-
ute, 30-minute, and 60-minute periods, respective-
ly. 
1. Correlation between IS-minute rainfall and 
30-minute rainfall - 0.96 
2. Correlation between 15 -minute rainfall and 
60-minute rainfall - 0.87 
3. Correlation between 30-minute rainfall and 
60-minute rainfall - 0.94 
It was therefore decided to use the 30-minute rain-
fall as a characteristic of the precipitation, and to 
delete the lS-minute and 60-minute quantities as 
independent variables in this study. Thus, con-
siderable latitude exists in the method of defining 
variables for a statistical model, and s impl icity is 
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a highly desirable feature of any method. 
In this study the following storm and water-
shed characteristics were selected initially as 
independent variables. 
Storm characteristics 
1. Duration of the storm, D. 
2. Total rainfall, PT' 
3. Maximum rainfall in an interval of 15-
minutes, PIS 
4. Maximum rainfall occurring in an inter-
val of 30-minutes, P 30 , during a storm 
event. 
5. Maximum rainfall occurring in an inter-
val of 60-minutes, P 60' during a storm 
event. 
Watershed characteristics 
1. Watershed area, A. 
2. Mean slope, S. 
3. Main channel length, L. 
4. Impervious cover factor, c f' where 
c
f 
= 1 - R
i
, and Ri is the ratio of 
paved surfaces (roofs, roadways) to 
unpaved sur faces. For rural water sheds, 
c f = 1. 
5. Degree of channelization ct. Classifi-
cation of ct is given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Classification of the degree of channeli-
zation (Johnson, 1966). 
,t Clas s ification 
0.6 Extens ive channel improvement and storm 
sewer systern, closed conduit channel 
systern. 
0.8 Some channel improvernent and storm 
sewer s ; mainly cleaning and enlarge-
ment of ('xi sting channeL 
1.0 Natural channel conditions. 
Dependent Variables 
The dependent parameter s adopted in this 
study were the peak rate of runoff, Q , and the 
p 
total volume of runoff, Q T, Through multiple 
regression techniques relationships were developed 
between these characteristics of the runoff hydro-
graph and those parameters listed as independent 
variable s, 
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SOURCES OF DATA 
In this study, a total of 393 storms occurring 
on 70 different watersheds were considered. Of 
the 70 watersheds 50 were rural and 20 represented 
various degrees of urban development. Records 
for 200 runoff events were taken from the rural 
water sheds, while the remaining 193 events 
occurred on urban watersheds. All watersheds 
were equipped with at least one recording rain 
gage and a stream gaging station. 
Rural Watersheds 
Data from the rural watersheds were col-
lected from the following publications: 
1. Hydrologic Data for Experimental Agri-
cultural Watersheds in the United States, 1956-59. 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 945. Agriculture 
Re search Service, United State s Department of 
Agriculture. 
2. Hydrologic Data for Experimental Agri-
cultural Watersheds in the United States, 1960-61. 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 994. Agriculture 
Research Service, United State s Department of 
Agriculture. 
3. Hydrologic Data for Experimental Agri-
cultural Watersheds in the United States, 1962. 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 1070. Agriculture 
Research Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture. 
Names of the watersheds and the state where-
in they lie are given in Table 3. 
Urban Watersheds 
Hydrologic data for urban watersheds are 
relatively scarce, but records were available for 
the 20 drainage bas ins listed by Table 4. The 
first 16 watersheds given by Table 4 lie within the 
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Table 3. List of rural watersheds analyzed. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
Oxford, Mississippi, W-4 
Oxford, Mississippi, W-5 
Oxford, Mississippi, W-I0 
Oxford, Mississippi, W-12 
Oxford, Mis s is sippi, W -17 
Oxford, Mis s is sippi, W -19 
Oxford, Mississippi, W-24 
Oxford, Mississippi, W-28 
Oxford, Mississippi, W -30 
Oxford, Mississippi, W-32 
Oxford, Mississippi, W -34 
Oxford, Mississippi, W-35 
Fennimore, Wisconsin, W-l 
Fennimore, Wisconsin, W-2 
Hastings, Nebraska, W-3 
Hastings, Nebraska, W-5 
Hastings, Nebraska, W-8 
Hastings, Nebraska, W-ll 
Safford, Arizona, W-l 
Safford, Arizona, W-2 
Safford, Arizona, W-4 
Safford, Arizona, W-5 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, W-1 
Watkinsville, Georgia, W-l 
High Point} North Carolina, West Ford 
Deep River Watershed 
Blacksburg, Virginia, W-3 
Blacksburg, Va., Thorne Creek Watershed, W-l 
Blacksbur g, Virginia, Brush Creek 
Watershed, W-1 
Blacksburg, Va., Powells Creek Watershed, W-1 
Blacksburg, Virginia, Rocky Run Branch 
Water shed, W-l 
Blacksburg, Va., Pony Mountain Branch, W - 1 
Blacksburg, Virginia, Foster s Creek, W-1 
Blacksburg, Virginia, Chestnut Branch, W-1 
Coshcocton, Ohio, W -10 
Coshcocton, Ohio, W-5 
Coshcocton, Ohio, W -92 
Coshcocton, Ohio, W -94 
Coshcocton, Ohio, W -95 
Coshcocton, Ohio, W -97 
Coshc octon, Ohio, W -994 
Cherokee, Oklahoma, W-1 
Cherokee, Oklahoma, W-2 
Cherokee, Oklahoma, W-3 
Cherokee, Oklahoma, W-5 
Cherokee, Oklahoma, W-9 
Reisel (WACO), Texas, W-C 
Reisel (WACO), Texas, W-1 
Reisel (WACO), Texas, W-2 
Reisel (WACO), Texas, W-8 
Reisel (WACO), Texas, W-10 
Table 4. List of urban watersheds. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Bering Ditch at Woodway, Houston, Texas 
Bering Bayou at Forest Oaks, Houston, 
Texas 
Berry Creek at Galveston, Houston, 
Texas 
Berry Bayou at Gilpin, Houston, Texas 
Berry Bayou Tributary at Globe, 
Houston, Texas 
Brickhouse Gully at Costarica, Houston, 
Texas 
7 Hunting Bayou at Calvacade, Houston, 
Texas 
8 Hunting Bayou at Falls Street, Houston, 
Texas 
9 Hunting Bayou at U. S. 90A, Houston, 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Texas 
Willow Waterhole Bayou at Landsdowne, 
Houston, Texas 
Brickhouse Gully at Clarblak, Houston, 
Texas 
Colecreek at John Road, Houston, Texas 
Halls Bayou at Deer Trail, Houston, 
Texas 
Keegans Bayou at Keegans Road, Houston, 
Texas 
Keegans Bayou at Roak Road, Houston, 
Texas 
Sims Bayou at Carlsbad, Houston, 
Texas 
Waller Creek, 23rd Street, Austin, 
Texas 
Waller Creek, 38th Street, Austin, 
Texas 
Northwood, Maryland 
Gray Haven, Maryland 
boundar ies of Houston, Texas, and data pertaining 
to runoff events for these watersheds have been 
compiled by the U. S. Geological Survey in the 
follow ing reports: (l) Urban Hydro logy of the 
Houston, Texas, Metropolitan Area. (2) Compil-
ation of Basic Data, April, 1964, to September, 
1965, by S. L. Johnson and R. E. Smith. 
Data on the drainage areas within the City 
of Austin, Texas, were taken from the following 
report: Compilation of Hydrologic Data, Waller 
Creek, Colorado River Bas in, Texas, 1963, 1964, 
1965. U. S. Geological Survey, Water Res ource s 
Division. 
Data for the two watersheds within the City of 
Baltimore, Maryland were taken frorn the following 
publ ications: 
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1. Northwood Gaging Installation, Baltimore, 
Instrumentation and Data, ASCE Urban Water 
Resources Research Program, Technica1 Memor-
andum No.1, by L. S. Tucker, August 1968. 
2. Availability of Rainfall-Runoff Data for 
Sewered Drainage Catchments, ASCE Urban Water 
Resources Research Program Memorandum No.8, 
by L. S. Tucker, March 1969. 
Data Reduction 
In general, the rain data required some 
processing in order to convert it to the proper 
format for input to the computer program. The 
various parameters and corresponding dimen-
sions required for the computer analysis are 
given in the following list: 
1. Watershed area in acres. 
2. Mean slope in percent. 
3. Main channel length in miles. 
4. Impervious cover factor in dimens ion-
Ie s s decimal. 
5. Degree of channelization in dimension-
less decimal. 
6. Length of roads in miles. 
7. Storm duration in hours. 
8. Total rainfall in inches. 
9. Maximum lS-minute rainfall in inches 
per IS-minutes. 
10. Maximum 30-minute rainfall in inche s 
per 30-rninutes. 
11. Maximum 60-minute rainfall in inches 
per 60-minutes. 
12. Peak rate of runoff in cubic feet per 
second. 
13. Total volume of runoff in acre feet. 
A computer program, available at the Utah Water 
Research Laboratory, was used to compute the 
equal interval rainfall for the 200 rural events. 
The percent irnpervious cover was converted to 
decimal form so that rural watersheds could be 
included and would have a value of one. 
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
Multiple Linear Regression 
The technique of multiple linear regression 
analysis establishes a functional relationship which 
predicts the dependent variable from a number of 
independent variables. An anticipated relationship 
is established and the least squares criteria is ap-
plied to empirical observations of both dependent 
and independent variables solved simultaneously 
for the coefficients of each term. Since there is 
one equation for each variable, the computations 
become cumbersome and require a digital computer. 
A linear mathematical model is presented as an 
example. 
A 
y 
in which 
1\ 
y 
... b x 
n n 
dependent variable 
Xl' x 2 · .. xn = independent variables 
b I , b 2 ... b n = regression coefficients 
b
o 
the regression constant 
(4) 
In the case of two independent variables, 
the b coefficients are evaluated by the solution 
of the following simultaneous equations: 
(5) 
(6) 
Considering the case of three independent 
variables, coefficients can be computed by the 
solution of the following simultaneous equations: 
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(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
When more than three independent variables 
are involved, the appropriate number of s imul-
taneous equations is constructed in a manner 
similar to that illustrated previously. 
The regression constant b
o 
is determined 
as follows: 
b Y - b i Xl - bZXZ -b X (10) 0 n n 
in which 
Y the mean of the dependent 
variable 
Xl' Xz ... X the respective means of n 
the independent variables 
In Equations (5) through (9), the quantities 
2:(x)2, 2:(x
1
x
Z
)' and 2:(yx1 ) are evaluated as follows: 
z - Z 2 2 
2:(x) = 2:(X - X) = 2:(X ) - (2:X) / N (11 ) 
(12 ) 
2:(yx) = 2:(Y - Y) (X - X) = 2:(YX) 
- 2:Y2:X/N (13 ) 
Computer Programs 
A multiple regression analysis involves 
numerous computations and the use of a digital 
computer is indispensable. In this study, use was 
made of two library programs written by Dr. Rex 
L. Hurst for the Digital Computer Center at Utah 
State Univers ity. The important phases of the two 
programs are briefly described as follows. 
Multivariate data collection revised 
This program, abreviated MDCR, was 
wr itten to serve as a bas ic data collection program 
for a wide variety of multivariate analysis. It 
compute s means, standard deviations, corrected 
sum of squares and products, and corrections 
among the variables. In addition, several kinds of 
transformations can be performed on the input 
data. The se transformations include products, 
square roots, logarithmic, exponents, sums of 
variable s, arc s in, and tr ignometr ic. A listing 
of the program and a sample output is given in 
Appendix B. 
Stepwise multiple regression revised 
The stepwise mUltiple regression revised 
(SMRR) program was written to perform a multiple 
regression analysis, either stepwise or non-stepwise, 
from any possible group of variables used in the 
MDCR program. The two computer programs, 
MDCR and SMRR, therefore, were used together 
to perform the multiple regression analysis of 
this study. 
The SMRR program initially includes all of 
the independent variables in the model and then 
deletes the least significant variables one at a time. 
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The first deleted variable is that which contributes 
the least to the model sum-of-squares. Once a 
variable is deleted, a new model is formed, an 
analysis performed, and a second variable is 
deleted as before. Once a variable is deleted 
from a model, the variable is not reconsidered. 
A sample of the listing and output of the SMRR 
program is included in Appendix B. 
Statistical Regres s ion Models 
The following empirical models were tested 
by multiple regression analysis. 
Model A 
Model B 
in which 
Y 
+ b X 
n n 
b 
X n 
n 
X., i=l,... n 
1 
(14) 
(15 ) 
the dependent variable 
independent var iables 
b
o 
and b i , i=l n = regression coefficients 
In the case of Model A, non-logarithmic relations 
were developed. However, for Model B data were 
transformed into logarithms and the model was 
expressed in the following linear form. 
+ ... b In X (16) 
n n 
Model C 
A third model was also tested in which eight 
independent variables were grouped to form three 
independent variable s as follow s: 
1. Watershed factor, W = A Sl 12L 0.3 
2. Storm factor., St = dO. 3 P T P 30 0.3 
3. Urbanization factor, U = ¢I c f 
in which all variable s have been previously defined. 
A regression analysis was then performed including 
the preceding three independent variable s and the 
two dependent variable s of peak discharge rate and 
total runoff volume. The following model was 
assumed. 
y b (17 ) 
o 
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Equation development and testing 
For each of the three models described pre-
viously multiple regre s s ion analys is were performed 
for 193 storms on urban watersheds and 200 storms 
on rural drainage areas. Equations were developed 
and tested for both urban and rural conditions. The 
possibility of developing general relationships which 
would apply to both urban and rural conditions was 
investigated by repeating the analysis using pooled 
data from the urban and rural areas. Finally, co-
axial curves were plotted by assuming various 
value s for the independent variable s. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The regression analysis of this study 
included eight independent and two dependent 
variables. Independent variables: 
A xl area in acres 
S x2 slope in percentage 
L x3 length of the main channel in 
miles 
D x 4 duration of storm in hours 
p x5 total rainfall in inches 
P 30 x6 maximum 30-minute rainfall 
in inche s 
c f x7 
impervious cover factor 
¢ x8 degree of channelization 
Dependent variables: 
peak runoff in ds 
total volume of runoff in acre 
feet 
Each of the three mathematical models pre-
s ented in the previous section was us ed to analyze 
the urban and rural storm data to form equations 
for predicting peak discharge rate, Q , and total p 
runoff volume, QT' for urban, rural, and general 
conditions of watershed cover. The following 
equations are those derived from the three models 
for the cases indicated. 
Rural 
Q 
p 
Model A 
-404.55 + 0. 025A + 5. 9S + 187. 35L 
+ 40.77D + 163.34p - 58. 62P30 
. (18) 
-150.41 + 0. 0341A - 0.0945S 
+ 28. 05L + 45. 67D - 6. 64P 
+ 4. 32P30 
. (19) 
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General 
Q 55.40 + 0. 04A + 30. 88S + 133. 96L 
p 
- 21. 51D + 256. 52p - 47. 36P30 
- 1. 1 9 c f - 49 9. 1 5¢ (20) 
Q
T 
-186.20 + 0. 039A + 4. 59S + 16. 46L 
+ 0. 72D + 104. 27p - 82. 45P 30 
-0. 765cf + 110. 83¢ . (21 ) 
Deletion of the equation for the urban model 
is due to a slight anomoly which appeared after the 
computer work was finished. A rerun was not made 
because the model change would not have been 
significant enough to change the rank of the urban 
Model A. 
Urban 
Rural 
Q p 
Q 
p 
Model B 
0.143AO.9855S0.225pl.17P300.32 
L 0. 285 D O. 351 c/· 45¢1. 49 
(22) 
° 
00 
° 
1.24 1.323,-+-0.612 
. 1 4A P 'I' 
S
O.33 0. 233
D
O. 094p 0.049 4.23 
L 30 c f 
3 936 0.553 0.356 0.906 . A L P 
0.175 0.065 p 0.039 S A 30 
8 
0.909 0.181 0.0991.219 
0.04 A L D P 
SO.342 p 0.358 
30 
(23 ) 
(24) 
(25) 
General 
Q 
p 
Q
T 
Urban 
Q 
p 
Q
T 
Rural 
Q p 
Q
T 
General 
Q 
P 
0.777AO.738s0.204p1.0I6P300.179 
0.042 0.26 0. 797cj}' 23 
L D c f 
(26) 
0.777AO.738S0.036L 1.248¢1.164 
E 
LO.272DO.076p 0.187 2.209 
30 c f 
(27) 
Model C 
1. 607WO. 664St 0.53 UO. 55 (28) 
0. 0595WO. 937 StD' 868 U 1. 04 (29) 
0. 752WO. 723 StO. 589 (30) 
0. 007WI. 019 StO. 75 (31 ) 
0. 734WO. 706 St 0. 615 UI. 91 (32) 
(33 ) 
Model Selection 
2 
The coefficient of determination, R , was used 
as a test to determine which model most completely 
explained the runoff prediction variance. Table 5 
shows the relative Rand R2 values for the models. 
2 
Model B gave the highest R value, so it was 
used as the be st model in construction of the con-
currency charts. Compar ing the rural and gen-
eral cases, Model A was the poorest model which 
fact also influenced the decision to not make a 
rerun of the urban case. Tables 6 through 11 are 
tables of variance analysis for Q and Q 
p T 
resulting from the application of Model B to the 
three water shed cases. The level of significance 
shown in the tables is calculated from the following 
equation and cond ition: 
99 percent significant if R > 30
R 
in which 
N = number of events cons idered 
(34) 
Table 5. Coeffic ients of correlation and determination for the three models. 
Case Rural Urban General Dependent 
Model R2 2 2 Parameter R R R R R 
A 
0.765 0.586 0.740 0.548 Q 
0.826 0.687 0.794 0. 629 QP 
T 
B 0.890 0. 795 0.914 0.834 0.885 0.784 
Q 
0.945 0. 891 0. 920 0.850 O. 935 0.876 QP 
T 
0.866 0.752 0.809 0.665 0.8-1:4 0.712 0 C O. 915 0.829 0.880 0.774 0.868 0.774 oP 
T 
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Table 6. Analysis of variance for peak runoff (urban), Model B. 
Source DF 
Total 192 
A 1 
S 1 
L 1 
D 
P 
P30 1 
c f 1 cp 1 
Model 8 
Error 184 
;:~significant at 0.95 level 
;:~;:~significant at 0.99 level 
Mean square 
1.8015 
37.1453 
1. 5188 
1.3701 
7. 1 774 
29.4000 
3.1410 
2.6307 
5.2214 
36.0595 
0.3121 
F 
1 1 9. 0 1 7 ~:~ ;:~ 
4. 866 ;;~ 
4. 389:~: 
22. 9 9 ;;~ ;;: 
94.20 ;;:;;: 
1 O. 0 6 :;: ~:: 
8. 4 2 9 ~~: ~~: 
1 6. 7 2 9 ,,--,' 
1 1 5. 5 3 :;: ;;: 
Table 7. Analysis of variance for total runoff (urban), Model B. 
Source DF 
Total 192 
A 1 
S 1 
L 1 
D 1 
P 1 
P 30 1 
c f 1 
<P 1 
Model 8 
Error 184 
;::significant at 95 percent level 
;;o;:significant at 99 percent level 
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Mean square 
3.4031 
59.3306 
3.2754 
0.9150 
0.5126 
37.3562 
O. 0751 
22.4527 
0.8753 
69.4564 
0.53118 
F 
111.71 
,', 
',' 
6. 16 6 :~~ 
1. 722"'." 
0.9651 ',' 
70.33 :;:;:: 
0.1414 
42. 27 :;:;;: 
1.648 
1 3 O. 77 ;;: ;!: 
Table 8. Analysis of variance for peak runoff (rural), Model B. 
Source DF 
Total 199 
A 
S 1 
L 
D 1 
P 1 
p 30 1 
Model 6 
Error 193 
~:<significant at 95 percent level 
~:<~:<significant at 99 percent level 
Mean square 
4.0678 
18.5842 
2.5270 
2.3543 
0.2570 
16.4239 
0.0436 
107.3132 
0.8581 
F 
... t ......... 
21.65 ',"I' 
2. 944~:~ 
2. 7 43 ~:~ 
0.2994 
1 9. 1 3 ~:~ ~:: 
0.0508 
1 2 5. 0 5 ~:~ ~:~ 
Table 9. Analysis of variance for total runoff (rural) Model B. 
Source DF 
Total 199 
A 
S 1 
L 
D 1 
P 1 
P30 1 
Model 6 
Error 193 
~:< significant at 95 perc ent level 
~:~~:<significant at 99 percent level 
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Mean square F 
7.0899 
,,1 .. ,1 .. 
50.3512 63.35 
.. , .... , .. 
.. ' ..... 1 ... 
9.5628 12.03 ........... 
0.6106 0.768 
0.6083 0.765 
~ " ... 1 .... 
29.7757 37.46 ~ , .. "',. 
3.6657 4. 612 ::~ 
~ ' ..... I .. 
209.5877 263.73 .. " ...... 
0.7947 
Table 10. Analysis of variance for peak runoff (general), 
Model B. 
Source DF 
Total 392 
A 1 
S 1 
L 1 
D 1 
P 
P 30 1 
c f 
1 
cp 1 
Model 8 
Error 384 
;:~significant at 95 percent level 
~:~::~significant at 99 perc ent level 
Mean square 
2.9803 
7H.7227 
33.06]4 
0.0830 
8.5261 
44.0216 
1. 9368 
4.6128 
4.0319 
114.4937 
0.6570 
F 
~I .. ~ I" 5 O. 32 ',",' 
. 126 
;::;::: 
1 2. 97 .' __ " 
6 7. 00 ',--,' 
2. 94 ,' __ 0, 
7. 021 """ 
6. 13 
1 7 4. 2 b ~:~ ~:~ 
Table 11. Analysis of variance for total runoff (general), 
Model B. 
Source DF 
Total 392 
A 1 
S 1 
L 1 
D 1 
P 1 
P 30 1 
c f 
1 
cp 1 
Model 8 
Error 384 
::~ S i g n i fi c an tat 9 5 per c en tIe vel 
~:~~:{significant at 99 perc ent leve 1 
Mean square F 
5.7751 
... ' ..... .1 .. 
177. 8101 244. 
.... f" .. ' ... 
1.0341 1. 421 
", 
3.5326 4.85 '" 
0.7291 1. 001 
.. .1 ..... 1 ... 
66.4329 91.3 
.. , ...... , ... 
2.1820 2.99 
.. ' ...... f .. 
35.4442 48.7 
............ 
.', 
3.6012 4.95 ',-
.. I .... ' ... 
248.0279 341. 0 ... , ....... 
0.7281 
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Classification on an Area Basis 
The watersheds were separated into three 
groups based on area: Group I, 0-100 acres; 
Group II, 101 -1000 acres; Group III, greater than 
1000 acres. 
The IT1ultiple regression analysis prograIT1 
was run assuIT1ing Model B for each group. It was 
noticed that R2 decreased greatly in each case 
cOIT1pared to the R2 obtained when all watersheds 
were cOIT1bined. Therefore, all the observations 
cOIT1bined explained IT10re variability than segre-
gating on an area basis. 
The IT1agnitude of SOIT1e of the independent 
variables, like area, was large cOIT1pared to the 
other variables, such as total rainfall. The pos-
sibility that the variables with large nUIT1bers IT1ight 
affect or dOIT1inate the variables with sIT1all nUIT1bers 
was suspect. Therefore, a coding process was 
iIT1pleIT1ented by d ivid ing each variable by a IT1ultiple 
of ten so that the coded values had the saIT1e order 
of IT1agnitude as the sIT1aller variables. The IT1ul-
tiple regression prograIT1 was run, but coding did 
. 2 
not lIT1prOVe the R. Therefore, the var iable s in 
the original forIT1 were used in the final equations. 
Co-axial Curves 
The expressions for the peak runoff and total 
voluIT1e of runoff were developed using 393 storms, 
both for urban and rural watersheds. Co-axial 
curves are developed based on Equations 26 and 27. 
The eight independent var iables in Equation 
26 were divided into three groups as follows: 
AO.738S0.206 
L 0.042 
(35 ) 
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forIT1 : 
l. 016 p 0.179 p 30 
(36) 
. (37) 0.797,-1,1.28 
c f 'I-' 
The dependent variable, Q , then took the 
p 
Q p (38) 
The value of Q can be found froIT1 Figures 
p 
2, 3, 4, and 5. The use of these figures is illus-
trated by Table 12. 
SiIT1ilarly, the eight independent variables 
in Equation 27 were grouped as follows: 
forIT1: 
A 1. 109S
0 . 036 
L 0.272 
l. 248 
P 
DO.076p 0.187 
30 
. (39) 
. (40) 
(41 ) 
The dependent variable, QT' then took the 
(42) 
Co-axial curves for Equations 39, 40, and 
41 are plotted in Figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively. 
By following the arrows shown in these figures, it 
is pos sible to find the value of the independent 
paraIT1eters required for the solution of Equation 
42 (Figure 9). Using the same exaD1ple as pre-
viously cited, the values of W 2 = 4000, S2 = 3.5, 
and U2 = 1. 35 are obtained. Now, entering 
Figure 9 with the se val ue s, the value of Q
T 
is 
found to be 170 acre feet. 
L = Length of the main 
channel in miles main channel 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
+------,.---..-----,,,-.T"T-rf---LL--.--,----.-.---.c-ii-rT~----.-.---.-.----.---.-rT):--~-~--.--I-.-·I-.i-.I-.-'---'.----r--.-t-.'--rr) 
10 100 1000 10.000 
Watershed Area I t>. I in Acres 10 100 1000 
Watershed Factor I \'J p 
Figure 2. Nomograph solution of Equation 35 for estimating peak discharge rates. 
D = Storm duration 
in hours 
P30 = Maximum rainfall occuring 
in any 30 minute period 
2 3 
Total Storm Roinfull I P, in inches 
I 
5 6 7 2 3 
Storr" Foetor I Sp 
Figure 3. Nomograph solution of Equation 36 for estimating peak discharge rates. 
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4 
10,(;(') 
Table 12. Sample computation of peak dischar ge using nomograph 
charts. 
Figure No. 
Figure 2 
Figure 3 
Figure 4 
Figure 5 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
a.. 
::> 
... 
.e 
(.) 
3 0 lJ... 
c: 
.5? 
.... 
0 
N 
c: 
0 
..c 
... 
:::> 2 
(1) water shed ar ea, A = 1500 acr es 
(2) main channel length, L = 2 miles 
(3) average slope of main channel, S 5 
percent W 1 
(1) total storm precipitation, P = 3 inches 
(2) total storm duration, D = 5 hours 
(3) accumulated precipitation 30-minutes 
from beginning of storm P 30 = linch S 1 
(1) impervious cover factor, cf = O. 80 
(2) watershed channelization factor, 
¢ = O. 85 (See Table 2) 
(1) W 1 
U l 
300 
2.0 
1.5 
S 1 
300 
1.5 
2. 0 Q p = 700 cfs 
4>= Degree of cha nnelization 
of the watershed. 
-------------------
.2 3 .4 .5 .6 7 .8 .9 10 
Impervious Cover Factor, Cf 
Figure 4. Nomograph solution of Equation 37 for estimating peak discharge. 
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Up = Urbanization Factor 
Sp= Storm Factor 
10 100 1000 10,000 
Watershed Factor '. Wp 10 100 
Peak Discharge. Qp , in cfs 
Figure 5. Nomograph solution of Equation 38 for estimating peak discharge rates. 
10 
L = Length of channel 
in miles 
100 1000 
Watershed Area, A, in Acres 
SL =. Slope of main channel 
in percent 
-----------
10,000 
100 1000 
Watershed Factor. Wt 
Figure 6. Nomograph solution of Equation 39 for estimating total runoff volume. 
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1000 
10,000 
:::> 
2 
u 
c 
u.. 
c:: 
.~ 
'0 
N 
c:: 
C 
.0 
... 
::::> 
0= Storm duration 
2 3 
Total Storm Rainfall t P tin 
10 
9 
e 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
5 
inches 
10 
I 
P3Q" Maximum rainfall occuring 
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Figure 7. Nomograph solution 
of Equation 40 for 
estimating total run-
off volume. 
Nomograph solution of 
Eq uation 41 for estimating 
total runoff volume. 
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Figure 9. Nomograph solution of Equation 42 for estimating total runoff volume. 
Verifications of Equations on Runoff from 
Boneyard Creek Watershed 
Urbana, Illinois 
Rainfall-runoff data were collected for 29 
storms occurring in Boneyard Creek Watershed 
from 1956 to 1966. Data on accumulated rainfall 
in inches were given with tirne for each storm. 
Total rainfall, P, in inches, maximum 30-minute 
rainfall, P
30
, in inches, and duration, D, in hours 
were calculated for each storm. Area, slope, and 
length of the main channel were measured from 
the map provided by the U. S. Geological Survey, 
Washington, D. C. This watershed is compr ised 
mainly of the city of Champaign, Illinois, which 
is highly urban ized with 48 percent imperviou s 
cover. In the developed equations, the factor 
c£ = (1 - .48) = 0.52. As the watershed has 
extensive channel improvement and storm sewer 
systems, the value of cf; was taken as 0.6. Data 
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on runoff were available in the form of gage he ight 
with time at an interval of 10-minutes to 30-min-
ute s. A rating table was provided by the U. S. 
Geological Survey, Washington, D. C., which gives 
the discharge in cfs with gage height. Discharge 
in cfs was 'compared to time for each storm, and peak 
discharge in cfs was recorded. Total volume of run-
off in acre feet was calculated for each storm. A 11 
data collected and reduced are presented in Table 13. 
Peak discharge prediction 
A computer program was written to solve 
Equation 26. All the independent variables are 
presented in Table 13 for each storm. The pre-
dicted values of Q in cfs are reproduced in 
p 
Table 14. The relationship between the observed 
and predicted values is shown in Figure 10. A 
simple regression analysis was made between 
Q (predicted) versus Q (observed). A cor-
p p 
relation coefficient of 0.9179 was found. A linear 
relation was found with the following equation: 
)\ 
y 
in which 
A 
y 
X 
-7.675 + O. 9726X . 
Q (predicted) 
p 
Q (observed) 
p 
Total volume of runoff prediction 
(43) 
The computer program was used to solve 
Equation 27, giving value of Q
T 
for each storm. 
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The values of independent parameters for each 
storm are given in Table 13. Table 15 compares 
the values of Q
T 
(predicted) and Q
T 
(observed). 
Figure 11 shows a linear -regression relationship 
between the pred icted and observed values of the 
total volume of runoff: 
300 
y 
in which 
y 
X 
II 
-6.638 + I. 0224X . 
Q T (pred icted) 
Q
T 
(observed) 
Y = -7.675 + 0.9726X 
400 500 
(44) 
600 
Observed Peak Discharge Rate in c.f.s. 
Figure 10. A comparison between observed and predicted peak discharge rates 
from the Boneyard Creek water shed, Urbana, Illinois. 
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Table 13. Data from Boneyard Creek watershed. 
Date D (hrs) p (in) P 30 (in) Q 
10-26-60 2.80 0.65 0.35 
11-15-60 3.00 0.84 0.28 
11-28-60 0.60 0.36 0.35 
03-04-61 0.70 0.65 0.60 
06-06-61 2.03 2.08 1. 30 
09-23-61 1. 40 0.39 0.35 
05-10-62 2.60 0.64 0.50 
05-26-62 1. 60 0.47 0.41 
05-27-62 1. 56 0.47 0.34 
07-11-62 3.30 0.64 0.45 
07-13-62 2.60 0.86 0.52 
08-21-62 2.00 O. 71 0.69 
09-03-62 2.30 0.63 0.35 
06-10-63 1. 70 0.86 0.65 
07-19-63 1. 56 1. 12 0.07 
08-28-63 1. 40 1. 08 0.82 
03-08-64 1. 10 0.65 0.40 
04-18-64 1. 20 0.40 0.35 
04-19-64 7.40 1. 12 0.27 
N 04-19-64 1. 30 0.61 0.39 
--0 
04-20-64 1. 30 2.81 0.55 
06-14-64 1. 50 0.60 0.57 
05-25-65 1. 40 1. 04 0.56 
07-02-65 1. 10 1. 91 0.91 
08-25-65 2.70 2. 10 1. 24 
09-14-65 2. 10 0.74 0.37 
04-20-66 3.70 1. 15 0.55 
06-27-66 2.60 0.90 0.45 
08-18-66 3.20 4.27 0.65 
Area, A, = 2100.0 acres 
Slope, S, = O. 30 percent 
Length of the main channel, l, = 1.93 miles 
Degree of channelization, <l>, = 0.60 
(1 - percentage impervious cover), c f ' = .52 
(ds) QT(a~-ft) p 
178 18.47 
223 35.39 
115 14.76 
223 30.63 
477 86.35 
115 14.09 
204 32.41 
185 12.64 
122 17. 08 
192 25.92 
266 39. 15 
253 25.72 
219 25.75 
329 37.06 
388 49.29 
355 51. 85 
261 30.05 
204 20.89 
211 63.99 
263 33. 91 
465 269.08 
199 17.53 
377 56.87 
460 95.95 
600 78.43 
266 43.20 
304 57.56 
231 29.81 
420 58.49 
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Figure 11. Comparison between observed and predicted total 
runoff from the Boneyard Creek watershed, 
Urbana, Illino,is. 
Table 14. A comparison between predicted and observed peak Table 15. A comparison between predicted and observed total 
runoff rates from Boneyard Creek watershed, Urbana, runoff volumes from Boneyard ('reek watershed, 
Illinois. Urbana, Illinois. 
Date Q (predicted) Q (observed) Date Qt (predicted) Qt (observed) 
p (ds) P (ds) (ac-ft) (ac-ft) 
10-26-60 164.60 178.00 10-26-60 19.89 18.47 
11-15-60 201.58 223.00 Ii-15-60 24.69 35.39 
11-28-60 134. 79 115.00 03-04-61 15.32 30.63 
03-04-61 259.94 223.00 06-06-61 89. 14 86.35 
09-23-61 117.30 115. 00 09-23-61 9.51 14.09 
05-10-62 176.07 204.00 05-10-62 21. 36 32.41 
05-26-62 140.88 185.00 05-26-62 12.60 12.64 
05-27-62 137.14 122.00 05-27-62 11.80 17.08 
07-11-62 162.40 192.00 07-11-62 22.2.6 25.92 
07-13-62 239.39 266.00 07-13-62 29.29 39. 15 
08-21-62 221.90 253.00 08-21-62 24.21 25.72 
w 09-03-62 36.93 0 09-03-62 253.69 190.00 25.75 
06-10-63 278.25 329.00 06-10-63 27.52 37.06 
07-19-63 377. 10 388.00 07-19-63 35.97 49.29 
08-28-63 384. 53 355.00 08-28-63 35. 19 51.85 
03-08-64 214.94 261.00 03-08:..64 15.54 30.05 
04-18-64 125.28 204.00 04-18-64 9.34 20.89 
04-19-64 212.13 211. 00 04-19-64 43.32 63.99 
04-19-64 197.07 263.00 04-19-64 15.21 33.91 
04-20-64 529.88 465.00 06-14-64 17.57 17.53 
06-14-64 194.77 199.00 05-25-65 30.10 56.87 
05-25-65 345.65 377.00 07-02-65 60.58 95.95 
09-14-65 204.39 266.00 08-25-65 96.87 78.43 
04-20-66 296.38 304.00 04-20-66 44.77 57.56 
06-27-66 244.31 321. 00 06-27-66 29.35 29.81 
08-18-66 350.78 420.00 08-18-66 49 91 58.49 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conc Ius ions 
1. Multiple regression equations are 
developed for peak rate of runoff and total volume 
of runoff. The expres s ions can be applied both to 
the urban and rural watersheds. 
2. Area of the watershed explains the maxi-
mum variability in the model. Next in importance 
is the total amount of rainfall. 
3. Co-axial curves present easy solution of 
the equations developed. 
4. Grouping of observations on an area bas is 
did not improve the model. 
Re commendations 
1. That further studies be undertaken 
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involving other independent parameters, such as 
the following: (i) soil type, (ii) antecedent rainfall 
and snowfall, (iii) length of storm drains and 
sewers, and (iv) diameter of sewers and width of 
drains. 
2. That the model be further generalized 
by testing it with data from widely diverse regions 
of this country and from other parts of the world. 
3. That other mathematical models be 
studied to test their ability to represent runoff 
characteristic s of prototype water ~heds. As 
indicated by the study reported herein, it is pos-
sible to group all independent parameter s into one 
of three general categories, namely watershed 
factors, storm factors, and urbanization factors. 
This approach simplifies the multi-variate analysis 
and facilitates the testing of a wide range of models. 
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Appendix A 
Flood Formulas 
A list of notations used in the following 
formulas which may differ from those used in 
original presentation is given. Information con-
cerning the original development of the formula 
and its background may be obtained from references. 
When the units are different than given in the list, 
they will be specified under each individual case. 
A drainage area in acres 
drainage area in square miles D 
S slope of drainage area in feet per 
thousand feet 
G geographical factor 
Simple flood formulas 
1. Kuichling formulas (1901) 
q 
q 
in which 
q 
44,000 
D + 170 
127,000 
D + 370 
+ 20 --- for frequent 
floods . 
+ 7.4 for rare 
floods 
discharge in cfs per square mile 
D drainage area in square mile s 
· (AI) 
· (A2) 
These formulas apply to drainage areas 
larger than 100 square miles. For drainage areas 
less than 100 square miles, the corresponding 
formulas are 
25,000 
+ 15 q ::- 125 - - -D -'-
· (A3) 
and 
35,000 
10 q D i 32 
· (A4) 
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2. Lauterberg Formula (Kuichling, 1901) 
Q A (6 
0.96 
+ O. 00OOO39A + 0.0008275) • (AS) 
or 
Q D (6 
615 
+ 0.53) (A6) 
+ O. 0025D 
The formula was developed from floods due 
to continuous heavy rain of three to four days 
duration at an average rate of two inches per day. 
3. Italian Formulas (Kuichling, 1901) 
(a) Q 71. SA 
7.87 +v'A 
• (A7) 
or 
Q 1.8. ()D • (A8) 
0.311 +Jf) 
(b) Q 103.0A 
· (A9) 
or 
Q 2,600D . (A10) 
0.311 + Fr5 
The first formula was developed for 
northern Italy and the second formula for small 
brooks in the same region. 
4. The Murphy and other s formula (1905) 
Q 
or 
-l:t), 790 
- (i\ + 205,000 
·j.h,700 
(D + 320 1 S) D 
. (All) 
• (A12) 
This formula was developed for streams of the 
northeastern United States from which Murphy had 
collected the data. 
or 
5. The Frizell formula (1905) 
Q 
Q 
61.3AO. 5 
0.5 
1,550 D 
· (Al3) 
· (A14) 
This formula is converted from the original 
for q = 17.35 48006/D for maximum flood rate 
in cis per square mile on the Connecticut River. 
The general form is 
q · (AI5) 
in which ql is the observed maximum flood rate 
in cis per square mile and Dl is the correspond-
ing drainage area in square miles. 
or 
6. C. B. and Q. Railroad formula 
(Bremner, 1906) 
Q 59.2 A 
Q 3,000 D 
3 + 2 Jj) 
• (AI6) 
· (A17) 
This formula was used for culvert design by 
the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railway 
Company. 
7. The Cooley formula (Bremner, 1906) 
. (A18) 
8. The El Paso and S. W. Railway form ula 
(Report, 1901) 
Q t, OJ\ (J. 5 • (A19) 
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This is practically the same formula 
developed by Frizell. 
9. The Gray formula (Report, 1911) 
Q O. 049A 1.7'5 
or 
Q '" 3,770n 1 . 75 
· (A20) 
• (AZl) 
The original form is Q 3/4 5.89D ,where 
or 
Q discharge in cis per acre and 
D drainage area in square miles. 
10. The New Kuichling formula (1914) 
Q 
Q 
O. Oh5A (39(), 800 1- A) 
15, 360 + A 
41.bD (h20 + D) 
24 + D 
• (AZZ) 
· (AZ3) 
in which 
Q = maximum discharge 
Kuichling said that this new formula 
applies to river basins in the Southern Atlantic 
States, and it is based on the greatest observed 
discharges of the Potomac River at Point of Rocks, 
Maryland, New River at Radford, Virginia, the 
Catawba River at Rock Hill, North Carolina, Can 
Creek at Bakersville, North Carolina, and numer-
ous other streams which exhibit somewhat smaller 
rates of discharge. It may be regarded as appli-
cable to mountainous and hilly drainage basins 
having areas of not more than 10,000 square 
miles in that part of the country. 
11. The Elliot formulas (1919) 
(a). For swamps and wet lands in North-
eastern Arkansas: 
24 Q (- + 6) D (A24) ~D-
or 
Q (0.948 + 0.00937) A (A25) 
JA-
(b). For swaIT1ps and other wet lands of the 
Upper Mississippi Valley: 
20 
+ 3.63) D Q (- (A26) 
,Ji)-
or 
Q (°.79 2 + 0.005(8) A (A27) ;----
'\,' A 
(c). For satisfactory drainage areas in 
North Central Illinois: 
Q 673 (----- - 11. 3) D . (A28) 
19.2 +,,;D 
or 
Q 26.6 . (A29) - 0.0177) A 
r--
468 + ',I A 
These forIT1ulas were used for rough approxi-
!nations. The results should be checked for 
local conditions. The first forIT1ula was used to 
compute the discharge frOIT1 the low flat alluvial 
lands in preliIT1inary drainage investigation in 
Northeastern Arkansas. The re sults IT1ay be 
increased 50 percent for the IT10re rolling and les s 
sandy land in the east part of the Mississippi 
County, 100 percent for the clay soils east of 
Crowleys Ridge and 200 percent for the slopes of 
Crowleys Ridge. The second forIT1ula specifies that 
soils are absorptive and easily drained. The 
third forIT1ula was given to areas of 200 square 
IYliles or less. 
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12. Dickens forIT1ula (Gurtu, 1923-1924) 
Q cA 0.75 (A30) 
Q C 1 
D O• 75 (A31) 
in which 
C = 1.56 or C 1 = 200 for Madras 
Pre sidency, India 
C 3.91 or C 1 = 500 for Central 
Province, India 
C 6.45 or C 1 = 825 for Bengal and 
Bihar, India 
C 9.37 or C 1 = 1,200 for Upper 
Kaveri, India 
C 17.2 or C 1 = 2,200 for GadaIT1atti, 
India 
C 6.6 or C 1 850 for average 
conditions 
13. The Beale forIT1ula (Hearn, 1923-1924) 
Q ::: C A 0.75 
. (A32) 
in which 
C 
C 
1, 600 for unfore sted area 
1,400 to 1,000 for forested area in the 
central provinces of India 
Thif;! is an adaptation of the Dickens forIT1ula 
to suit the conditions of the Western Ghates in the 
BOIT1bay Presidency froIT1 the observed discharges 
on the Nira Canal. 
14. The Nagler forIT1ula (1928) 
Q 2 8-1 A 2/3 . (A33) 
or 
Q 210 D2/3 . (A34) 
This forIT1ula was developed for the 50-year 
flood to be expected in Iowa streaIT1s. 
15. The Williams formula (Williams, 1937) 
Q c . (A35) 
D 
n 
in which the coefficients C and n are as follows: 
Co-
Drainage ilrea 
Locality 
effi- Less than 10 
cients square miles 
10 - 20,000 
squdre rniles 
No rtheast U. S. C 1,480 2.400 
n 0.75 0.54 
Mississippi Valley C 2,500 4,800 
n 0.75 0.47 
Rocky Mountains C 1,900 3, ()OO 
n 0.7') 0.45 
Pacifi ... : Coast, USA C 1,625 2,700 
n 0.75 0.53 
W este I'll India C 2,700 4,600 
n 0.75 0.52 
North-Ertst India C 1,400 1,700 
n 0.75 0.05 
The coefficients for the United States are 
based on flood records listed in the paper "Flood 
Flow Characteristics!! by C. S. Harvis (1926). 
For Western India, they are based on records of 
£loo,ds in the Bombay Presidency. For Northeast 
India, they are based on papers presented before 
the Institution of Civil Engineers by Sir Gordon 
Hearn (1923). 
16. The Metcalf and Eddy formula (1941) 
Q 3.95AO. 73 . (A36) 
40 
Q 440 D°· 73 . (A37) 
This formula was developed to suit drainage 
areas of 6,400 to 160,000 acres near Louisville, 
Kentucky, in connection with studies for the flood 
water discharge of Beargrass Creek, Louisville, 
Kentucky. 
17. The Ryves formula (Sharma, 1944) 
2/3 
Q :- C A . (A38) 
in which 
C = local coefficients depending upon the 
rainfall, soil, and slope of the district 
9. 1 for Upper India 
This formula is used extensively in India. 
18. The USGS Formulas (Linsley et al. 
1949) 
The following formulas were developed from 
separate enveloping curves of peak£low for each of 
the 14 regions used by the' U. S. Geological Survey 
for publication of stream £low data. 
No. Region Formula 
North Atlantic Slope Q = 190AO.
5 
2 South Atlantic and 
Eastern Gulf of 
250AO. 5 Mexico Drainage Q 
3 Ohio River Basin Q 230AO. 5 
4 St. Lawrence River 
1 020 A O. 35 Basin Q , 
5 Hudson Bay and 
Upper Mis s is sippi 
230AO. 43 Drainage Q 
6 Missouri River Basin Q 130AO. 5 
7 Lower Mississippi 
250 AO. 5 River Basin Q 
8 Western Gulf of 
34.5 AO. 77 Mexico Drainage Q = 
(below 2,550,000 
acres) 
Q = 104,000 AO. 13 
(above 2,550,000 
acres) 
No. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Region Formula 
Colorado River Basin Q 99 A 0.5 
The Great Basin Q 26 A 0.6 
Pacific Slope Bas in 
in California Q 200 A 0.5 
Pacific Slope Basin 
in Washington and 
Upper Columbia 
River Basin Q 
Snake River Basin Q 
180AO• 5 
0.51 A O. 83 
Pacific Slope Basins 
in Oregon and Lower 
Columbia River 
Basin Q 229 A 0.5 
19. The Morgan Engineering Company 
formulas (Mead, 1950) 
( 1. 8 1 Q + 80) A 
'\;' A 
. (A39) 
1.1 1 Q = (--;=-:- + 88.8) A 
,J A 
· (A40) 
The first formula was used for the Cache 
River Drainage District. The second formula 
was used for Mississippi County, Arkapsas. 
Morgan Engineering Company of Memphis, Ten-
nessee, used these formulas in their design of 
most drainage structures. 
20. The Bahadur formula (Priyani, 1957) 
Q C D ( o. 92 - (1 / 1 -1:) 10 g D) 
· (A41) 
in which 
C = 1,600 to 2,000 
The formula was developed by Si:: C. C. Inglis for 
fan-shaped drainage basins in Bombay State, India. 
COITlplicated discharge formulas 
1. The Adams formula (1880) 
Q C A I 12;---S-
1---J A212 · (A42) 
41 
in which 
C 1. 035 
1.0 or maximum intensity of rainfall 
in inches per hour 
S = slope in feet per thousand feet 
This formula was developed from the fundamental 
expre ssion for a circular conduit flowing full, and 
the assumption that one-half of the precipitation 
in inches per hour will reach the sewer at the time 
of maximum discharge. 
2. The Craig formula (1884-1885) 
Q 
in which 
2 
440 C W In (8~ ) . (A43) 
L = mean length of the drainage area in 
miles 
W mean width of drainage area in miles 
C 
in which 
C l = coefficient of discharge 
V = velocity towards the culvert in feet 
per second 
R = depth of rainfall in inches 
This formula is based on Indian records and value 
of C generally varies from 0.68 to 1.95. 
3. The McMath formula (1887) 
Q 
in which 
C 
(, 
C A I 5;'':::' 
'\ A 
0.20 for rural sections 
0.30 for macadamized streets 
0.75 for paved streets 
0.75 for St. Louis, Missouri 
. (A44) 
1.9 to 2. 75 for maximum intensity of 
rainfall in inches per hour. The latter 
value was used for St. Louis 
S slope of ground surface in feet per 
thousand. A value of .015 is recom-
mended for St. Louis. 
This formula was proposed for St. Louis, Missouri. 
4. The- Hawksley formula (Kuichling, 
1892-1893) 
Q C A I 4 I S 
"I AI • (A45) 
in which 
C 0.7 
1.0 or maximum intensity of rainfall 
in inches per hour. 
5. The Chamler formula (1898) 
Q 5 C I A 0.75 · (A46) 
This formula was deduced by Charles E. Gregory 
in 1907 from diagrams of runoff to be expected in 
New York City prepared in 1889 by Rundolph 
Hering. The value of CI = 1.02 for suburban 
areas to 1. 64 for metropolitan areas. 
8. The Possenti formula (Fuller, 1914) 
Q • (A50) 
in which 
coefficient with an average of 1.72 
flat areas in acre s 
hilly areas in acres 
in which L 
depth of 24-hour rainfall in inches 
length of stream from its source to 
C = coefficient of surface drainage, giving 
the proportion of rainfall that may be 
expected to flow off the surface 
I anticipated greatest rainfall intensity in 
inches per hour for a duration equal to 
the time of concentration 
This formula was tested by Chamler on streams in 
New South Wales along the Cootamundra-Gundagai 
Railway having drainage areas of from 200 acres 
to 400 square miles. 
6. The Gregory formulas (1907) 
Q C I SO.186 AO.1)6 • (A47) 
in which 
CI 2. 8 for impervious surface 
Q 105 C L i-S-1 (') 2 AS -+- 2S) · (A48) 
in which 
C = O. 10 to O. 54 
This formula was developed for use in New York 
in 1907. 
7. The Gregory and Hering formula (1907) 
Q- Cl A 0.83.3 SO. 27 • (A49) 
42 
the point of observation in miles 
This formula was found satisfactory for mountain 
streams of moderate size in the Appennines. 
9. The Grunsky formula -- A (1922) 
For maximum urban storm-water flow 
Q SCI A • (A51) 
For maximum stream flow from large areas 
~,200 C I A (A52) 
For general applications 
Q -
in which 
C 
t 
c: ]/\ 
2. 
11 
t 
coefficient as function of time 
(60 + C
1 
3Jt') 
. (A53) 
60/ 
maximum rainfall in one hour based 
on California record 
critical time in minutes for continu-
ance of rainfall 
0.5 for impervious areas 
5. 0 for mountainous areas 
20.0 for rolling country 
50.0 for flat country 
250.0 for sandy regions 
3, 500 and n = O. 5 for iITlpervious areas 
3,300 and n = o. 6 for ITlountainous areas 
3, 000 and n = O. 7 for rolling country 
2,100 and n = 0.75 for flat country 
600 and n = 0.80 for sandy regions 
This forITlula was based on California records. 
10. The Walker forITlula (1922) 
Q 
in which 
eRD 
L 5/6 . (A54) 
C = 4 to 30, being a ITlaxiITluITl for drainage 
basins having iITlpervious surfaces, 
little storage, steep slopes, little 
vegetation, direct alignITlent of water-
ways, etc., and ITliniITluITl for pervious 
surfaces, ITluch storage, flat areas, 
ITluch vegetation, and waterways with 
irregular and ITleandering alignITlent. 
Most values of C range between 8 to 
20 for average conditions. A general 
o angle in degrees, at the discharge 
point, of the sections into which the 
catchITlent is divided. The sections 
are in fan shape having a COITlITlon 
center ITleeting at the discharge point. 
This forITlula was developed with reference to 
rivers in India. 
12. Rhind forITlula (Hearn, 1924) 
Q (A56) 
in which 
c coefficient depending on R/L 
S average fall in feet per ITlile of bed in 
a length of 3 ITliles above the point 
of discharge 
R greate st annual rainfall 
L greatest length of drainage basins 
n a variable index 
13. The Switzer and Miller forITlula (1929) 
Q (A57) 
average of C is about 12. in which 
R 
L 
ITlean, or norITlal, annual rainfall in 
inches over the entire basin 
straight line distance in ITliles frOITl 
point of discharge to center of gravity 
of the basin 
11. The Lillie forITlula (1924) 
Q V R C L:(OL) . (ASS) 
in which 
Q = discharge in ds at the ITlOITlent of peak 
flood 
v ITlean velocity in feet per second 
R 24 annual rainfall/IS 
C 1.1 + log L 
L length of sectors of drainage area in 
ITlile s 
43 
Q 
R 
W 
24-hour flood in ds 
rainfall in inche s 
ITlean width of drainage basin in ITliles, 
obtained by dividing the area of drain-
age basin in square ITliles by the 
length of the ITlain streaITl in ITlile s 
C 80 
n 1.5 
The forITlula is based on a study of 47 rivers in 
the United States. When Q is expressed for peak 
flows in ds, then C = 135 and n = 1. 4. 
14. The Boston Society of Civil Engineer s f 
forITlula (1930) 
. (A58) 
in which 
where t is the time in hours 
of the flood period 
2.4 to 4 for flat streams with 
relatively large channel pondage 
4 to 24 for ordinary conditions 
20 to 40 for mountainous regions 
total flood runoff, inche s on drainage 
area 
This formula gives the total runoff and is based on 
floods in New England. This formula is based upon 
a concept that peak flows tend to vary directly with 
the total volume of flood runoff. 
15. Besson formula (1933) 
Q RTGA n . (A59) 
For any drainage area 
Q • (A60) 
max 
in which 
Q 
max 
maximum discharge 
Q
r 
recorded discharge 
R r recorded one -day rainfall 
C coefficient equal to the product of 
the precipitation R in inches, to 
topographic factor T, and a factor 
G for ground surface conditions. 
C 1 is for maximum conditions and 
C
2 
for recorded cond itions. 
n exponent which has been given 
values varying from 0.5 to 0.83. 
16. The Grunsky formula (1932) 
Q 
tTl Cl X 
in which 
Q 
max 
t 
C 
C C
1 
1 A 
tl 
t 
. (A61) 
maximum rate of discharge 
time of concentration in hours 
0.586 and n = 3/4 for less than 
0.33 hours 
44 
C 
C 
0.782 and n = 1/2 for t greater 
than 0.33 hours and less than 64 
hours 
1.562 and n = -2/3 for t greater than 
64 hours 
1/(1 + c2{T"), where C2 is a 
factor dependent on the surfac e 
conditions of the discharge basin 
0.013 for impervious areas 
O. 25 for mountains 
0.40 for rolling country 
1.3 for flat country (ordinary Goil) 
6. 5 for sandy regions 
The values of C
1 
were suggested for ordinary 
conditions in a temperate climate. They should 
be increased in localitie s where the ground may be 
frozen or waterlogged or where the maximum 
runoff occurs when heavy rain falls on snow. 
17. The Kinnison and Colby formulas (1945) 
Q 2.4 (0.000036 s + 124) 
pO.4 L O.7 
for Hlinor floods 
Q loS (0.03445 +200) 
DO. BS 
L 0.5 
fur major fio(Jcls 
Q 1 • ') (0.0<=;95 ,.; 
f(ll' l'dl"l' 11uo(l::; 
1. tJ 
Ij 0. 9S 
342) ---~-0. ( 
L 
Q ( O. 1':: 1:\ s ·f 1, Ii CO) 
Ii O. l)() 
0.7 
L 
iu r nld:-...i III urn flo()d s • 
. (A62) 
. (A63) 
. (A64) 
. (A65) 
in which 
Q 
s 
p 
the peak discharge in cis 
the median altitude of the drainage 
basin in feet above the' outlet 
the percentage that lake, pond, and 
reservoir surface is to the total drain-
45 
L 
age area 
the average distance in miles in which 
runoff uniformly distributed over the 
basin must travel to the outlet 
Their formulas were developed by USGS for 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
Appendix B 
Computer Listings 
Listing of MDCR (Multivariate 
Data Collection Revised) Program 
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"JI=70 
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GO TOll,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23, 
124,25,26) ,LX 
1 X(J,=X(KJ\) 
Gfl T[1 41 
2 X(J)=X(KA)*X(K~) 
G0 Tn 41 
3 XIJl=X(KJ\)*V(KB)*X(KC) 
GIl Tn 41 
4 X(J)='>((KAl*X(KR'*X(KC1*X(KD) 
GO TO i t l 
~ X(J)=SQ~T(X(KA) I 
r; 'l Tr1 41 
~ X(J)=J\LOG(X(KA) 
Gl) T(l 41 
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(~n T0 41 
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Sl; Tfl 41 
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~'! Tn 4J 
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:? rF(X(K~,).GT.(i.0) Gn Tn 47 
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R ~ TUD, i'] 
P!n 
S U fV~ nUT J t'J EDT A r ( /I , Y , S U 1-1, X , N V .1\ P. , ~JC1 G S , I j\J • I (l , N I ) 
0:)' 1 [, L F P R F= ( I S Jil r<! A, v,s lJ f~ , t.\ V E , S fl [) r ~", [~J S I 0 ~I A ( ~I I ,~! T ) , X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 ) , SU r-v1 ( 1 ) 
T PR= 3 
PFI,H\11j Ir<,1 
? ~\,! P11J I(~ 
',,;p[1-r (I") ~'VAi(,NI)GS 
f' ' ! 4 I = 1 , \J V t\ p, 
S'T'{ I )=tl.'" 
r"l /, J = I , ~J V t. r., 
4 rdl,Jl=n.0 
f)n c'j l(=l,,,~nps 
~; f fI, " I T \l l I '< ( r ) , r = 1 ,"J V A ~ ) 
n:' 5 I = 1 , r'J \1 ,~ r" 
<;'n (I )=')IJt-:( I) +X( I) 
r,(~ 5 J=T, \I\!f ~ 
~ ~(r,JI=~( I,J)+Y( I l*V(J) 
' .. : f' I -: ~ (r (J '-; ,1 I.: q ) 
1 C '7 ~ ~~ '" ~~ T I I,,) \1 r t, !'.j S fo, \l D S. f) • :j1 
') r: ];( r = 1 , ~,J V 1\ :) 
'; '", I J = T , '! V !\ 1-' 
e, (I ( I • J 1 = ~ ( I , J ) - S U :'\ ( I I I F L r /I T ( i\J n p S l * S : ) ~1 ( J) 
S')=:lSTH( f,( r, I III rLf)tITI!"lliISI-J .C;I) 
" '-' r == ~) ; J '1 ( T I I': L n t T ( r;' Yl, S l 
V ( I I = ~ '.J ,-
1 ?" T T!' (I I) :-' , ]( \ ) ) T. A If r: , '; n 
~ ~," r r '! .• r T ( f ~) • 7 I: 1 '-> • 7 I ( '~X, I ~- 1 C) • 7 I I 
~.' ~I iT! (T I) ,', • 1 (1,7 I 
~ r:? C'''.''.' I\T( I' (I;r:. f'r:T,r, ';~; ""1" r '''t., ") t (J) 
'.", 1 .,. ; (I:) (Y ( 1 ) , r = 1 , \N (II: ) 
r~ nIl, 1 = 1 ,~ ~ V Ii r 
','; [) r T r: (r '1 J {i\ ( I , J ) ,J = I , I\J V (l, f{ ) 
1 6 ~.;" 1 T f- {r p ~, , J 0 (1 ) I. ( f\ ( I ,J ) , J::: I ,~'J V ,'I ,\ ) 
'~'Tin" 
,: ~J!) 
/ I r: v Fe L '.W r::rH 
/+ 
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Listing of SMRR (Stepwise Multiple 
R egres sion Revised) 
II Jn~ S~Dt'. 000120,1-1070 
1/ ')~I;:W CAT.\L 
;)L I ., (' h S,,4("'\~"',;,,:: 
,,/ '-- v':":,-:, F "';' T:) /".,1 
I I .: T'" P r ') 
(' c:,~ •. I'.·iI<:;r .·:ILTTDLI=" f)f-r;pC:SS!:lN 
r: ' ::: \' L. I"!') S T 
C JI", ST'\Tf IJ'nV""r;',)ITV 
"/= ~J!.I"·'f'<~ ,'F P'Dl=fJf:~lr;f:~H VART:\DLF:S T~' Sf:.LtCT FPC"'" r-1l)CR 
r "Y= 'Juyr: {~~ I~r:- fI[PUWr"JT Vb,~ I /\GL~ S TO SJ=LcCT FRiJM Mf)CD 
r : "Y = y T C IJ S E r:: I' ? S T [ 0 I~ r S F C (l N T R II L 
r T y = 1ST r:- () \o! I S r: V eDt 
( 1:=1 r~I\T lPIGIN~L INVE~SF 
r T':'=~ Pi)'-lCY (lUT P,IV[Psr ~'~ATRI)I (I5,5F::~5.7/(5X,5E15.7» 
C l' = 1 P t "! r H nUT F' i= r; p r- S SIn t'-; ((1 F F FIr r r.:~! T S ( I 5 , 5 [ 1 ') • 7 I ( c; X , c; 1= 1 ? • 7) ) 
C .r=l P~I~TS SUCCfSSIVf INV[RS~S 
r ~ r, == 1 C c'" rUT r: S P R f.' n I r T~· f) V/'i L U ::: S 
"-:-=-2 r~IJTPUTS Y,YP,'IFV,SF,SD O'~ LCGICflL 1Jt'-!IT 3 (215,5F11. /1) 
(= Nt't.a,H r.Jr SlJ3SETS (1' (rEFFIClr::~)TS T(l CDI'~PUTF 
I ,'vl t \) S I G \ 1-\ ( 7 (' , 7 0 ) ,/' V E ( 7 0) , r 0 ( 7 (I) , F M T ( 2 ()) ,X ( 7 G ) , Z ( 7 0) , h ( 7 C ) 
rlCFF'Lc. P'=',ECISIUr-.' L,AVF,X,DET,7 
\!I=7" 
Pil=l 
JC>P=? 
t::>H=" 
LlJ t'l = 1 2 
LU~=13 
'_lJ(= 14 
'~ 1= ~ ') ( I ~ f), 1 0 (\) N X , 1\) Y , I D Y , I X, I A , I B , I C , I r, , N S , ( F M T ( I ) , I = 1 , ) r: ) 
~~ITr (IPR,lCl) NX,~Y,Tny,IX, IA,I~,IC,IG,NS,{F~T( 1).J=),1°1 
1"'1 -or.z~/!T(1Hl,3I3,5r?,T3,J8Y,l01\4) 
1 C C F ! 1 P \1 ,\ T ( , :;. I :3 , 5 I 2 , J 1 , 1 fl X , 1 I) t 1+ ) 
IF(yr;.r-Q •. 2) R[WP,Jf) LlJ( 
":K=\IX+'~Y 
i.' F .~ i') (I F' r), 1 (2) (I [I ( I ) , I = 1 , N K ) 
:..; KIT l=- (I DR, 1 ('\ ., l (I n ( I ) , I = J , N K l 
10?' C:DPV,·\T(lf 4 ,/(\I4) 
1 n 2 C C; D)-1:\ T ( ? rq Id 
R,C:l~I,"Jf') urI'-
P [!. f) ( L U f\.) !'J (' V , 1'-! rl ~ c:; 
Rr::~'J (LI.I\) (Y.(J),!=l,\J(JV) 
Of; 61) 1=1, rn< 
.J= r n ( r ) 
60/;VC(I)=XfJ) 
r):) SI) r -= 1, ')("1 
D I: ~ ') (L I, J".) (X ( J ) ,J = I , "r V ) 
f') n ::; J f( = 1 • ~J K 
F(IJD.II)('<.») r,'J T'l 52 
') J ( r:: rr I ~JI J 1= 
(;n T'I SI) 
r; 2 ;~ i. ' ') 1 J = 1 ,~J K 
L = I r) ( .J l 
J r ( L. LT. J) (,U Tel ') '.1 
,,\ ( r~ • J l = Y (I ) 
i~(J,'<l=X(ll 
50 
I',X r=NX + 1 
CALL nMATIV(A,l,~X,~Xp,Ny,nfT,Nr) 
()n ) f=l,f'lX 
'lC 3 J=I,\JX 
3 A(J,I)='\(I,J) 
II=(IfI.f.Q.() Gn TO 
\\RiTE= (TPR,lCl4) 
104 FORMAT(/~ INVERSF MATRIX@ 
Dn 2 I=l,NX 
1 F ( I !J. • ~ Q • 2 l W R I-T ~ (r r H , 1 06) I D ( T ) , ( t, ( I ,J ) ,J:: I ,f'J X ) 
106I=nr.J1AT(15,'>F:15.7/(,)X,5ElS.7) 
-2 \-J R I T F (I P P , 105) I r) ( I ) , ( 1\ ( I ,J ) ,J:: I ,N X) 
105 FnrUHT( 15,7El5. 7/( 5X,7r:15. 7\) 
1 CALL A~VR(A,AVE,X,l,DET,IO,NX,NXP,Ny,IDy,IB,NOBS,KZ,IG,LUB,NOV,W, 
IN I) 
IF(\!X.E0.1.ll r.z.IX.FO.O) GU T(l 5 
CALL DLTE(A,AVE,DfT,ID,NX,NXP,NY,IC,KZ,NI} 
:'0 TO 1 
5 IF(NS.EtJ.O) Gf) Hi 6 
IF(IX.EQ.ll GIJ Tn n 
CALL SRST(A,ID,NX,NY,NS,N{) 
6 IF(IG.NE.2) GO TO 7 
END FILE LUC 
R E ;,JI N D L LJ C 
7 CALL EXIT 
END 
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Output of MDCR and SMRR 
Model C (393 storms) 
to I) 15 1 1 0 I) 
1 1 1 0 (I (' 0.f"' 
21 ? 2 0 C 0 "'."'00(1 
21 :3 :. 0 (' n (\. ~()OO 
7 ~ :. I) I'l C 0.0 
~ 1 2 3 () '/ • c: 
21 '. '. (1 (\ () n.3000 
1 r:; c; 0 (I 0 0.0 
21 (:, (:, 0 0 n 0.3000 
~ .... 4 ') f) 0 0.0 L 
0 1 8 7 0 () 0.0 
6 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 
6 ? ? 0 r ('0 0.0 
h ~ 3 0 0 0 0.0 
6 4 q 0 a 0 0.0 
6 r:; 10 0 0 0 0.0 
~11x,F7.?,5F4.2,F4.4,F4.2,2F7.?< 
c.0. 0.1) 
n.O C.O 
C.I') 0.1) 
0.(1 C.O 
O.n ('. (' 
0.0 n.n 
0.0 0.0 
C'.O 0.0 
o.r o.n 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 C.O 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.r) 
0.0 0.0 
FIRST THREE OR<)F.P.VATlr)NS AFTER TRA"JSFORI>1IHION 
1 0.7331E 01 O.8755E 00 ().1~45E 00 O.6 /t22C 01 
2 C.7311F C:I-O.25 o '5f:- 00 0.1545F 00 0.4942F 01 
3 O.7331~ 01-('.1907F 01 0.lh65E 00 0.2RGOE 01 
THERE AR E ~93 nQS~1 llF 5 Vf'k C!r-.l LU 13 
ME ANS Ar>.JO S.O. 
1 O.hR47R47r) 01 0.17791860 01 
2 O.707968'tf) 00 0.9S125970 no 
3 0.10820 7 50 ')n O.1640496f) 00 
4 O. r:; 16 0 ~O 5n ('1 0.17261460 0.1 
5 0.34 0 0177f1 C 1 0.24031'"00 01 
CORRECTff) S3 A ~!~ SD 
1 0.1240Q77f") ('4 0.16 0 1rsoo 03 -0.313117590 02 
2 Q.3')47H~()n c-" -1"\.o97?A6AO 01 C.32015t,QD ':13 
1 G.10')4 Q 61') 1"\2 -().75364f-r:n nl C.80Q582FlD 01 
4 O.11h826hr) ~"\ 4 J.14?'S71()[J o It 
') C.22h~·~32f") C4 
CO~RELATIO~ ~\TPIX 
0.4478F: 01 
O.4797F 01 
O.?~q9F 01 
0.9206~76D 03 0.12394420 04 
O.48R23ROD C~ 
1 O.1~0n000D J1 O.2553117n 00 -0.27433130 00 O.7646')04r:l 0(1 O.73'J5(1258 
2 0.10nOO'Jeo 01 -0.1466767fl CO C • It 9 7 3 ." ') Q D CO 
3 O.lo();c~:)r r} -(l.67Qq56°1)-r;~ C.5Q21C4?r)-01 
4 0.100,],)((1'") 01 0.f:38?R2RSD CO 
5 (' • lOG 0 r; 0 C f) 01 
52 
3 2 1 1 I.) o () () 0 
1 2 3 4 '5 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS {IF Vfl.RIAP,LE 4 
SnU~CE: OF \1 f,:\~ <;(JLI.\R F Vflf. CClErFI(It=~IT f\Vr:. 
TOTAL 39? O.2Qf1()270L) 01 1I'r. O( -0. ":1,095 UQh,) OC ("I • ') 1 l' '13 r) :. IJ C 1 
VAR 1 1 o • ~ 4 :. It 7 (' ~ ') O?- po/ 1( 0.7064037.'1 00 V • f, ~ It 7 h't 7 f) rq 
VAR 2 1 O.1?lQ5831J 03 8~ 2( O.6134 cnsn ur) o • -, V 7 Cj 6 f:,1t D 00 
VAK 3 1 O.3,3?54hlJ 02 13 ~; 3( O.lQO°"194n Cl O.1GHl07~D GO 
MOJfL 3 0.2774R7()D 03 RSQt+ O.71256?6n 00 
ERROR 38<1 0.863?447r:J ()O nETI! 0.39R6Q030 07 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF VAKIABLf 5 
SOURCE OF ~FAN S QUA R f VAR COFFFICIFNT AVE 
TGTAL 392 O.57758R20 01 FW 0< -0.441 0 555D 01 0.'34S0177D 01 
VAR 1 1 0.1036:-000 04 B'r, 1< o • \.) 75 () 7340 00 0.6847E4"1n 01 
VAR 2 1 0.347~P()P,D 03 B% 2( 0.1027609'} Cl O.7079684D 00 
VAR 3 1 0.20767270 03 8% 3< O.462Q57Rr) Cl 0.108207SD 00 
MODEL 3 0.5R421A'O 03 RSQ# O.7741982r) 00 
ERROR 389 0.1314080D 01 l"ET# 0.39R6903D 07 
VARIABLE 3 WILL NOW BE OELETEO 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE 4 
SOURCE OF M F!\ ~I SQUARE VAP COEFFICIENT AVE 
TOTAL 392 (,.2<H302700 01 B% O( 0.22162270 CO 0.51693050 01 
VAR 1 1 0.50817,)QO 0'1 B% 1( 0.6618806f) 00 0.68478470 01 
VAP.. 2 1 o • 11 40 64 5 0 0 3 13% 2( 0.5P.65028;) 00 0.70796840 00 
MODEL 2 0.'19856920 03 RSQ# 0.68232610 00 
ER.ROR 390 0.95160Q40 00 OfT# O.411470ar 06 
P.EGRESSION ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE 5 
SOURCE OF ,\1FAN SQUARE V t.R COEFFICIFNT AVE 
TOTAL 39? 0.57-(50820 01 B~ O( -0.31315360 01 0.34901770 01 
VAR 1 1 0.87296740 03 BZ, 1< 0.86750439 00 0.&H4-/8470 01 
VAR 2 1 0.3069740D 03 B% 2< 0.96215630 00 0.70796640 00 
MODEL 2 0.77249110 03 RSQ# 0.68246320 00 
ERROR 390 0.18432050 01 OET# 0.41147080 06 
VARIABLE 2 WILL NOW BE DELETED 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF VARIA8LE 4 
SOURCE OF MEAN SQUARE Vt-.R UJ E F F reI E "1 T AVE 
TOTAL 392 O.29B()270D 01 B~ 0< O.8R6C'565D-01 0.51693050 01 
VAR 1 1 O.AB307380 03 8% 1 < 0.74194120 CO 0.6t1478470 01 
MOOEl 1 O.h83073H[) 03 R SO# 0.5R46QO":l,n 00 
ERP,OK 30 1 0.12409010 01 DET# 0.]2400770 ()4 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE 5 
SOURCE OF ME"N snUARE Vf\P, ((1 F F FIr I r "J T l\ V f 
TOTAL 392 0.57750820 01 8% 0< - C • 3 3 4 9 7 ') ()f) C1 C.14'10177D 01 
YAP 1 1 0.12380080 04 B% 1( o • q 9 8 P, It 14 /J CO 0.hR47d47D 01 
1-100fl 1 O.123~r;08D 04 RSQ# O.546'863Qn 00 
ERROK ,391 0.26235910 01 OETIf 0.12408770 04 
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Output of SMRR with predicted values 
Model B (393 storms) 
<;nt)R,(f' 
TllT.''Il 
Vf\R 1 
v,\p 7 
R 3 
VIIQ, 4 
VAR ') 
VAP () 
Vhf< 7 
VAR R 
1'10 r)E L 
FRROP, 
1 
1 
1 
R 
"3 lilt 
\\ F '\ I\! S i~ I J A ~ F 
\:';."'77c,C:''-lzn ('1 
I). 1 77 PI'") 1 n n-=l 
i~ • 1 0 ". t. 1 h -::, r) \.-' 1 
(\. ?-')~ ,?,)07f1 ('1 
. (I • 7? G-l '~1 7 n ;) () 
I) • h h 41 ? () 0 r) I) 2 
'J • ? 1 1 r. 2 in f") () 1 
() • ":l,:; 4 !t t~ ., R n ;~ 2 
0.3A01?5V) (II 
1i.74 R ()27C)f) 03 
() • 7 2 II 1 It 7 '5 '() [) 0 
f\, Y, nR S , PRE n, [) F \I, SF, S n 
1 10 0.4478~ 01 
2 10 O.47Q7F 01 
l 10 O.21~qE 01 
4 10 0.447q~ 01 
5 In (I.,)h26~'01 
h 10 ().447~E 01 
7 10 0.~4CC)F 01 
R 10 0.S~87F 01 
G 1J 0.4 0 7GF 01 
1(' 1~ 0.hI17[- 01 
11 10 0.6h3-=1F 01 
12 10 n.3')(lRt 01 
1~ 10 O.64Q~r. 01 
14 10 0.c;~78F 01 
15 10 0.47G7E 01 
16 1~ n.s444F 01 
17 10 O.47c)7E 01 
18 10 O.4797~ 01 
10 10 O.447RF 01 
20 10 0.?3 0 QF 01 
21 10 0.42SC,E 01 
22 10 0.40 64F 01 
?3 10 0.l?74E 01 
24 In O.576AE (II 
25 10 O.4101[ 01 
26 10 n.5G38F 01 
27 10 O.4')51F 01 
28 10 O.AQ6~E 01 
2g l~ n.c;39C;~ 01 
30 10 0.h0~8F 01 
31 10 0.~354F 01 
37 10 Q.3~1')r 01 
33 10 0.S34~C 01 
34 ]0 ~.C;34)F nl 
3') 10 0.5467F 01 
36 10 n.~4QPF Cl 
~7 10 ~.4661[ 01 
}8 10 \1.41??f: 81 
~G 10 0.4474[ 01 
40 10 O.4~4SF 01 
41 In n.~RRIF 01 
47 1,; - 0.C,7C,OF 01 
41 10 n.~40qF 01 
It 4 1 ;) (\ • L. Q 1 7 l~ [" 1 
4~ 10 n.~R6c,~ 01 
4A 1~ 0.S~4~~ G1 
4 7 1 I) C' • s 1. C 7 C C' 1 
It R 1 J (, • ') S 1 7 t:.: n 1 
4Q 10 O.~lS~c 01 
Vi'll' (rrFFlrIF~T /',VF 
n, 0' C (' - 0 • L~ 7"3 1 h ] q;) r. 1 ,j • lit (l n 1 7 7 'J (' 1 
() ,,- 1 < r, • lIn q 'l 7 4 r') Ole. () 7 7 ~ 7 "3 5 ') 0 1 
p,?, 2< n.3c,Q fJ 253J-OI ').··,73h<)cnl) CLii 
n ~... ~ < - 0. ? 72 (, 2 It 7 r') ('. I) ,) • 7 () (, 4 L"~ q ;1 (' () 
fl,'f' 4 < - 0 • 76 1 3 II 1 ~ n- r 1 1'\ • 1 1 7 q 23 l!i ° 1 
p, ~' c, (' 0 • 1 ? 4 P r. Y 7'1 01 i) • !t :: f) q 1 ~ 8 f) 11 () 
R 0: I:> < - O. 1 P 7 1+ ;~, ') t"l f} C ") - '}' 1, 7 r:, 7 1 4 ~) 'j n '", 
Q~ 7< -0.?2()M7h7'"l 01 -O.1~107hgD JO 
R~ R( 0.1162C)67,) 1)1 -(J.72861i:30 1)-(1l 
RS()fi O.il7!'-4~8Rf) on 
nrTif ri.11,)10'5sn 17 
O.40C,lF 01 
o. 'l.775F 01 
0.2C;66E nl 
0.4".()6[ til 
0.54?AE 01 
O.4979F ()1 
O.4jQQF 0' 
0."31'+F 01 
0.57~5E 01 
O.A235E 01 
O.5213F (',1 
O.4Vt9f 01 
().h3n7 F 01 
O.')(1Q7F r1 
0.4441F 01 
C • L, "'>, 1 R F () 1 
0.4R2nc 01 
0.50c;l c ('II 
n.L.·72r::.r;: 01 
().?37RF 01 
0.4R31F 01 
O.'5106f rn 
0.382p.c ()1 
0.,)A?0F n1 
0.5-:1,,)R;:: 01 
O.469Rf 01 
0.5C',Q7F ()~ 
O.6')C)9F 01 
O. ')3V,E (H 
0.(;1)/19[" C1 
0.4(':16f: .'"11 
0. -:qq?E :1 
O. ') IJ r. c; F r.,. 1 
O.",od0 F (;1 
n.5A'Q~ "l 
O.4n,)lF 01 
tI.!O;1 0 C,[ (1 
n. t. 71 ? (:-' 1 
,'"I.I.~\~rr: ('1 
(). t, R ~ 1 '= n1 
o • 4 :.. 7 ,~, ;: (, 1 
o .-S Q '? r- r 1 
').44/~7r:. ('1 
(). 1;/1 1 .::. f- ('1 
".')(')1C:: 01 
I'\.C;Q".)QC '~l 
('.C,347F nl 
1"" c:, 51}/I r.: n' 
() • I. ? r; 'J,' 'J 1 
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-O.472A[ (l() 
O.1022F 0] 
-0.16711: 00 
C.17?3F on 
r..lo~5F 00 
-(\.500C;c ()n 
C.l100r: 01 
O.3717[ "0 
-(l.7rs5fF- 00 
-0. Q S74f-01 
0.1421F 1'"11 
-n.R40°[ 00 
('..186'>[ 00 
0.18'1QF 1)0 
0.3 5bC· t 00 
C. 112 f.) [ () 1 
- ('I ... 2 '1 ') [' - 0 1 
-C.25~Qr 1)0 
-f".2468t: ')0 
-0.o7'lPF 00 
-0.57S"'>,t= 00 
-('.1422F 00 
-r .55ViE CO 
o • 1 It 6 C' E 0 () 
- 0 • '. 16 7 r 0 1 
C.3397[ 01) 
-O.5'35Q;= 0:) 
r.-=l64PF 0~ 
C.58'1Af-01 
C'.7QOc:;r:-1'\1 
-C.6616F ro 
-0.4732r:: (v) 
Q. :3 3 ~ 8 F (I i) 
-('.2hAO:: nc) 
-O.1711F 00 
-\).,)5,)(,r: no 
- C. • It 4 4 3 F (' n 
- n. 'I >J () /.) r - ('\ 1 
- r:. • t. (I 1 (,,' "(I 
- r . • It Po /, 1 1 ,~. ,~ 
- ( .• 7 i3 ') ~ r (' ,',' 
_ 0. '. 'l I; \' r _ r 1 
-fl. ()Lt.~1}: L ....... (./ 
-,~ • q ,; "q ,- 'I 1 
- 0 • It'') ;J 1 r - ,') 1 
-(\.594 P F 1;,) 
- c: • 2 ~ 0 C; r :: 'J 
r • 1 A 7I,r:- ,'I 1 
- r • lIn:' r::: '1 1 
O.b251E-01 
n.lIGOt en 
O.I?'3~tr: r.o 
O.176lF (;0 
<) • 1 1 f) 1 E :j 0 
( .• '1\)8 0 '::-01 
C. ·'H9 rjE-(i ~ 
0.92F"l7!::-C1 
O.1?P71= IV) 
i) • 1 4 '1 3 [ r, ) 
0.~R74E-r'1 
I). 13'1') [' ~:: 
G.20()Pr.. 0,) 
(). 1 n ')6 L 0'1 
0.b')70f-1'\1 
(). G7 tt( r:-G 1 
O.qp,?L1f.;- 0 1 
'~I. 7A31/:-r'1 
(\ • 9326 i=-(, 1 
0.]2~4F- ()0 
O.lI)ARc (')(/ 
O.RP)7F-(l 
C.lC\J7[ ()''I 
0.Q713F:-r'1 
C.1(1)5~ ')(' 
o • 04 ~ J!:- ,~, 1 
O.740QF-"l 
S.1611E I'\j 
O. i340(j C:-( 1 
,).11l2E ('/I 
I] • 1 (: ,~ h E '"I I) 
0.12'2'5::: nn 
O.111fi-: no) 
'1. 1 n ') 5:= I" I) 
0.1 1l 77F C'C' 
O.lC7}[ '"'\1 
J.g37~r-(·1 
~. • C '-t '~I ,. ;. - r 1 
1.'1'~,7'.l.-'~·~ 
,~ • 1 . 1 ~ f 
0.·)'!?~;:-'l 
:). L 'J -: q F (' (' 
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